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Fee estimates

This document provides information 
on the basis and assumptions used to 
produce best estimates for charges 
included in the annual fund charges.

The Aon Master Trust (Scheme) offers 16 funds. The annual 
fund charges disclosed in the PDS include estimates of the 
following charges that apply to some or all of these funds:

• Certain costs that vary over time (such as audit fees, legal 
fees and investment consulting fees) are estimated to be 
0.20% p.a., based on actual expenses since inception and 
expected future expenses. These estimated charges are 
included in the annual fund charges of all the funds offered 
by the Scheme.

• The ANZ Balanced Fund and the Russell funds invest in 
more than one underlying fund. Each of the underlying 
funds charge a fixed investment management fee. As the 
overall underlying investment fee for each fund will vary 
depending on the allocation to each underlying fund, the 
underlying investment fee is estimated assuming that the 
fund’s asset mix equals the target investment mix shown in 
section 3 of the PDS (Description of your investment 
options).

• The Nikko Conservative, Balanced and Growth Funds and 
the Russell funds invest in underlying funds that apply 
buy/sell spreads. When transactions occur, the spreads 
create an indirect fund charge that is accurately reflected 
in each day’s unit price. The level of this indirect fund 
charge depends on the level of transactions in these funds, 
and we cannot know the level of future transactions with 
certainty. We therefore estimate the future level of this 
indirect fund charge by calculating the actual indirect fund 
charge arising from the buy/sell spreads over the previous 
12 month period for which transaction and pricing data is 
available to perform the calculation.

• The Nikko Conservative, Balanced and Growth Funds and 
the Milford Active Growth Wholesale Fund invest in some 
non-related underlying funds that charge performance 
fees. The basis and assumptions used to produce best 
estimates of these fees is set out in the remainder of this 
document.

Performance fees on non-related 
underlying funds

All of the funds offered by the Scheme are invested in non- 
related underlying funds. Four of the Scheme’s funds invest in 
non-related underlying funds that charge performance fees. 
These funds are the Nikko Conservative, Balanced and Growth 
Funds and the Milford Active Growth Wholesale Fund (the 
four relevant funds).

The Scheme’s Nikko Balanced and Growth Funds invest in 
the Nikko AM Wholesale Balanced and Growth Funds, which 
are non-related underlying funds. These Nikko AM Wholesale 
funds invest in various underlying Nikko Asset Management 
funds, all of which are therefore non-related underlying funds 
to the Scheme as well. Two of these underlying Nikko funds 
charge performance fees, as set out in the following table.

The Scheme’s Nikko Conservative Fund invests in various 
non-related underlying funds managed by Nikko. One of the 
underlying funds of the Nikko Conservative Fund charges 
performance fees, as set out in the following table.

The Scheme’s Milford Active Growth Wholesale Fund invests 
in the Milford Active Growth Fund, which is a non-related 
underlying fund managed by Milford Asset Management, 
which has performance fees.

The performance fees charged by the above non-related 
underlying funds are not performance fees of the four relevant 
funds, but they do affect the annual fund charges of these 
funds. This document provides information on the basis for 
estimating the impact of these underlying performance fees on 
these annual fund charges.

The non-related underlying funds with performance fees and 
their target asset allocation within the four relevant funds are 
set out in the following table.

Fund Underlying  
fund

Target asset 
allocation to 
underlying fund

Nikko 
Conservative

Nikko AM 
Wholesale Option 
Fund

10.0%

Nikko 
Balanced 

Nikko AM 
Wholesale Option 
Fund

10.0%

Nikko 
Balanced 

Nikko AM 
Wholesale 
Concentrated 
Equity Fund

9.0%

Nikko 
Growth 

Nikko AM 
Wholesale Option 
Fund

10.0%

Nikko 
Growth 

Nikko AM 
Wholesale 
Concentrated 
Equity Fund

16.0%

Milford 
Active 
Growth 
Wholesale

Milford Active 
Growth Fund

100.0%
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The Nikko AM Wholesale Balanced and Growth Funds (into 
which the Nikko Balanced and Growth Funds invest) invest in 
two underlying funds which charge performance fees and the 
Nikko Conservative Fund invests in one underlying fund that 
charges performance fees. For our estimates of performance 
fees for these underlying funds, we use estimates provided by 
Nikko:

• To estimate performance fees for the Nikko AM Wholesale 
Option Fund, Nikko uses a rolling 5-year average of 
the actual performance fees charged by the Nikko AM 
Wholesale Option Fund.

• To estimate performance fees for the Nikko AM Wholesale 
Concentrated Equity Fund, Nikko assumes the return 
of the Nikko AM Wholesale Concentrated Equity Fund 
is in line with the estimated return of the New Zealand 
equity market, that assumption being provided to Nikko 
by an independent consultant. To estimate the future 
performance fees Nikko compares this assumption to 
the Nikko AM Wholesale Concentrated Equity Fund’s 
performance objective to ascertain the estimated 
performance fee.

The Milford Active Growth Wholesale Fund invests into the 
Milford Active Growth Fund, which charges a performance fee:

• To estimate the performance fee for the Milford Active 
Growth Fund we have assumed that the fund will achieve 
its objective of 10% p.a.

The hurdle rates for the non-related underlying funds that 
charge performance fees are shown in the following table. 
(A “hurdle rate” is the return that must be achieved before a 
performance fee applies.)

Underlying  fund Hurdle rate

Nikko AM Wholesale 
Option Fund

Bloomberg NZBond 
Bank Bill Index + 4% p.a.

Nikko AM Wholesale 
Concentrated Equity Fund

Official Cash Rate 
+ 5% p.a.

Milford Active Growth 
Fund

10% p.a.
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Contact us

Our helpdesk staff are available to assist 
you with any queries.  Please note that 
our contact centre staff are not able to 
provide you with financial advice. 

t: 0800 266 268

e: amt@linkmarketservices.com

Aon plc (NYSE:AON) is a leading global professional services firm providing a broad range of risk, retirement 

and health solutions. Our 50,000 colleagues in 120 countries empower results for clients by using 

proprietary data and analytics to deliver insights that reduce volatility and improve performance.
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